1.
Int roduct ion
In this paper we will discuses techniques for measuring; the water vapor and liquid %%a wr content of marine atmospheres and the %N in ► t speed at the oceans surface. Using microwave remote sensing the importance of water ^-apor and wind speed measurements are well known and obvious. However. the liquid eater content of the atmosphere has not been routinely measured and thus its relative importance is not firmly established. It is, nevertheless. available as a by-product of the remote sensing approach discussed in this paper and maY well prove useful.
I'his remote sensing; approach involves the measurement of cmltted microwave radiation at several wavelengths and sorting; out the various contributions to the measured brightness temperature. In a recent paper by Wilheit and Fowler (1977) , a !inear approximation method is used to analyze the wind speed and cloud liquid ewer content from a set of microwave measurements collected by an aircraft platform. Their data set was taken under a rather narrow range of subarctic conditions which permitted use of a simpler interpretation technique than is used here. In order to describe the techniques involved, we %% dl first review the relevant aspects of microwave radiative transfer. We will then, develop a statistical technique for retrieval of geophysical parameters from the measurements. Using this statistical technique, a data set involving; observations over a typhoor it. the Pacific Ocean wil I then be ancil,yzed. In the microwave portion of the electromagnetic spectrum :und at temperaLures typical of the Earth and its atmosphere, the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation for black body radiation works quite well. This enables radiative transfer for an isotropic, nonscattering, nonreflecting medium to be expressed as follows:
(lx where T represents the intensity of radiation at a given wavelength and in the x direction expressed as an equivalent black body temperature, called brightness temperature. it is the absorption coefficient and T. Is the thermodynamic temperature of the medium. If this is integrated for a uniform slab of thickness, a along the direction of propagation, x, the result becomes,
^i urc 'r B is the brightness temperature incident on the slab and "'n out represents the emerging brightness temperature.
If the expression. : a, is quite small or if 7`, -TB is small, the slat) has a ery small effect on the intensity of the radiation; whereas, if the slab is opaque a ) the radiation emerging out of the slab is characterized by the thermodynamic temperature of the slab independent of the intensity of the incident radiation. In this study, the atmosphere is divided into 100 layers each 0. 2 kin 'hick. Each layer is characterized by the temperature. pressure and concentration of const uents of the center of the slab. In a manner analogous to equation
1. the brightness temperature, T B radiating from a surface is given by T8-(1-e)Tf +vT.
hir (3)
T B is the brightness temperature incident on the surface, e is the emissivity I"c of the surface :ind T,, is the thermodynamic temperature of' the surface. The incident energy must also be averaged appropriately over all angles which can be reflected into the viewing direction. Since most natural surfaces are quite rough when considered on the scale of microwave wavelengths (0. (Jackson, 1962) . The dielectric (-on- scant data uSCd hrre are from Lame and Saxton (1152). At a given frequent\.
the real part of the dielectric constant, , ` , may be c%presse i as.
s and the imaginary p:i rt , E as, 'r (E, -E m ) (I+ a,2 T 2 ) + ' ., , We will therefore consider onl y these three constituents. We will restrict this :reatment also to non-rainingr situations to simplify the treatment of liquid water n at nlosphcrc. is the line %%-idth of the 'L-2,235 Gliz absorption line. (E' + 2 ) 1 + ( E " )2 (15) where m = cloud l iquid water content of atmosphere, in glillm ;.
The dielectric data , ' and C) used are those of Lane and Saxton (1952) and discussed in the previous paragraph for the special case of pure water. The h comb ination of the factor of % to this expression of e' and , results in a frequenc. dependence of approximately v 2 for the absorption cm-Ificient of clouds.
Since clouds are often supercooled below the 265K lower lemperatul• c limit c►f t1ju
Lane Mid Saxton dielectric data on %hick ;in expression for f' and ( are based,
A is important that we have chosen in expression for the relxxation time, 7 %%hich has some theoretical foundation. Ln( 280 -'I' ll )
22
Ln( 280 -'r ) t1 3 
III)
We the ►I note that the fuection Lmt 1 -TIC ) is linearly related to each of the components of atmospheric water. Since the 22. 235 G11z and 31. 4 GHz channels xrc primarily . 1 ensitive to water vapor and liquid water we will use these logarithmi.
• functiots rather than the brightness temperature for these two frequencies and use the brightness temperature itself at 19.35 GlIz. This discussion is not at all rigorous, but It serves to describe the gross behmvlor of the relationships and the functions so derived will mitigate the nun-linear behavior of the problem,
Since we are dealing with brightness temperature meth colder glum the thermodynamic temperature of the surface oI' :Itln o.iphere. we are not particul;Irly sensitive to the value chosen for t 1 , thus for present purposes we will set t I = 2 y (1 K. We then solve for the three geophysical par;uneter wind speed (W). l'he estin1:1tes of liquid walcr content in this study could be blared upward in the presenck of precipitation. 1weause the present regression awilysis is performed on the non-raining data ensemble, l-lirther study in this area is required to resolve this problem. 2:i Tables   Table 1. Handbook atmospheres used in this study and their corresponding water vapor contents. Table 11 . The values of sea surface temtxrutures and surface wind speed used in this study.
Tattle lll. The cloud models and their liquid water density used in this study. Table IN 
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